Graduate student employment opportunities are on the rise. Here’s a sampling of recent hires:

**Thomas Baker** (MLA) now works with Michael Vergason Landscape Architects Ltd, Alexandria, VA

**Laura Bradford** (MLA) now works with jB+a, inc. in Atlanta, GA

**Paul Cady** (MLA) now works with Land Morphology in Seattle, WA

**Mario Cambardello** (BLA/MLA/MEPD) works as the inaugural Director of Urban Agriculture for the City of Atlanta

**Fanglan Chen** (MHP) now works as a research assistant at the Smithsonian Anacostia Community Museum in Washington, D.C.

**Elizabeth K. Clarkin** (MLA) now works for Sean Papich Landscape Architecture in Hingham, MA.

**Renee Dillon** (MLA) now works with Central Park Conservancy, New York, NY

**Christine Donhardt** (MLA) now works with Agricenter International, Memphis, TN

**Annette Griffin** (MLA) now works with Anne Daigh Landscape Architects in Nashville, TN

**Matt Hamilton** (MLA) now works with Ragan Smith Associates, Inc., Nashville, TN

**Xiaojie He** (MLA) now works for Maximum Accessible Housing of Ohio in Cleveland, OH

**Emily Hunt** (MLA) now works with Klopf Martin Design Group in Boston, MA

**Chapin LaChance** (MEPD) is now a Planner II for the town of Breckinridge, CO

**Ting Li** (MLA) now works with Kikuchit Kankel Design Group, Half Moon Bay, CA

**Yiqian Liang** (MLA) now works with Jacobs Engineering, Atlanta, GA

**Fielding Link** (MLA) now works with the National Park Service in Anchorage, Alaska as the lead for the Cultural Landscapes program

**Genna Mason** (MLA) now works at Joshua Tree National Park in California

**Nathan Metzger** (MLA) now works with the Landscape Architecture Bureau, Washington, D.C.

**Greg Muse** (MLA) now works with ESP Associates, P.A. in Charlotte, NC

**Katherine E. Perry** (MLA) now works for TSW Design in Atlanta GA.

**Allen M. Pratt** (MLA) now works with Perkins+Will in Atlanta GA.

**Sig Sandzen** (MLA) now works with Richard Burck Associates, Inc., Somerville, MA

**Yang Shen** (MLA) now works with Dreamscape Designs, Atlanta, GA

**Ross Sheppard** (MHP) now works as the Visitor Services Manager at Andalusia, the rural homestead of Georgia author Flannery O’Connor

**Lucie Siggins** (MLA) now works with Mark Tessier Landscape Architecture, Santa Monica, CA

**Daniel Szemore** (MLA candidate) now works with Athens Clarke County Leisure Services, Athens, GA

**Megan Turner** (MLA) now works with Heritage Landscapes, preservation landscape architects and planners, in Charlotte, VT

**Daniel Weldon** (MHP) now works in a cultural resource position with the National Capital Region of the National Park Service in Washington, DC

**Xiwei Wu** (MLA) now works with Langan Engineering and Environmental Services, Parsippany, NJ

**Yongzhi Xiao** (MLA) now works with SmithGroupJJR, Detroit, MI

**Yiran Zhao** (MLA) now works with AECOM, Atlanta, GA

**Xuran Zou** (MLA) now works with Archetype Landscape, LLC, Atlanta, GA

---

**Keep in touch**

If you have a new job, address, phone number, email address, etc. we want to hear from you! In this age of social media and digital technology, most of our communication is done electronically. Please make sure you are up to date and on our distribution list. Go to [http://t.uga.edu/23D](http://t.uga.edu/23D) to provide us with the best way to reach out to you.